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Introduction

I Both SBND and ICARUS use RecoUtils, written by Dom
Brailsford. The code is a bunch of c++ higher level functions
in the RecoUtils namespace used to link events back to Monte
Carlo Information.

I The functions are algorithms only. You don’t need to store the
output of the functions in the art::event to make use of them.

I The functions usually return upper level truth information.

I A quick example:

int TrueParticleIDFromTotalRecoHits(const

std::vector<art::Ptr<recob::Hit> > hits).

This returns the Geant4 ID which contributes the most to the
vector of hits. (More detail to follow)
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Introduction

I In the past couple of months we have been adding to the list
of functions and added a further set of functions called
ShowerUtils. We would like to move the code into larreco, so
there is one source code for both detectors.

I Also we see the functions as a useful way to ensure
consistency between developers and prevent duplication.

I We also view it as a valuable piece of source code for
beginners to get acquainted this side of LArSoft.
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RecoUtils
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RecoUtils
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ShowerUtils
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ShowerUtils
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Conclusions

I We wish to port RecoUtils and ShowerUtils into a
subdirectory called MCRecoUtils in larreco/RecoAlg.

I This will centralise the code for SBND and ICARUS.

I It is detector agnostic and can be used by any liquid argon
experiment that want to.

I We think its a good idea as it also helps to prevent
duplication and maintain consistency between higher level
matching between reconstruction and truth.

I It is also easy to add further functions that people might find
belong with this code.

I Are there any questions/feedback?
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